RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
Main Office: 130 N COUNTRY CLUB RD, ADA OK 74820

PRESS RELEASE: August 20th 2021
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FROM: OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
MEMORANDUM:
KABUL, AFGHANISTAN - SITREP
Re: Evacuation and security of non U.S. Citizens pledged, competency of J. Biden (POTUS, U.S.)
Raccoon Technologies Incorporated has identified a public radio claim by the President of the United States on
behalf of the military authority of the 117th Congress, which strongly indicate his non compos mentis condition
evident to ordinary public office.
During address concerning the extraction of persons from Afghanistan, Joseph Robinette Biden Jr. claimed that he
was working with the Taliban and doing so in concert with agreement terms he themed to be expressly defined as
the legal cause for his dereliction of duty and failure to perform the duties of the POTUS.
Joseph Biden cited that the agreement with the Taliban, an enemy government of a United States military ally,
obligated him to take no action to remain in the country conditional only and exclusively to the protection of
“AMERICAN CITIZENS” in Afghanistan, denying expressly the ordinary protections OBLIGATED BY UNITED
STATES TREATY AND EXPRESS PLEDGES OF THE UNITED STATES MILITARY TO AFGHAN CITIZENS
AND THEIR FAMILIES. This is “perfidy” and barred official authority of the UNITED STATES or its armies,
pursuant to GENERAL ORDER NO 100 (The Leiber Code, core reference of UNITED STATES MILITARY
CODE OF JUSTICE).
In evidence of Non Compos Mentis contidion, did I, the officer of the commissioned franchise of the United States
so made in Oklahoma Territory, today August 20th 2021 at approximately 1:10 pm CDT, receive in audio the
testimony of Joseph Biden made public and via radio broadcast of his comments, wherein he did reject the claim
that persons without a U.S. PASSPORT would be allowed to leave or protected. Did then Joseph Biden, asked if
he would allow the family and child of an Afghan interpreter known to reporters, to escape via the airport using the
prior relief. Joseph Biden did agree they would be removed by our forces, but disclaimed any interest or political
position to assure their safety as non-UNITED STATES CITIZENS.
Joseph Biden is aware that such persons and their families have been pledged protection and escape by the
UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES conditional to their cooperation, and has in public address so explicitly
denied the pledge of the UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES made in time of war, barred by “perfidy” rule in
Article 15 and 16 of the General Order no 100 governing UNITED STATES MILITARY CODE OF JUSTICE.
As the Commander and Chief of the UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES, Joseph Biden is therefore in
contradiction of his duty as an officer of the UNITEDS STATES MILITARY, and acting outside of the powers
granted to him as President of the United States.
It is the duty of the 117th Congress and of the Vice President to immediately remove his real person from office, as
his statements confess collaboration with an enemy military contrary his power and authority as an officer, and
evidence a fatal defect of judgment and cognition incompatible with any office of the public trust.
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